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A wonderful holiday season
from all of us at IEEP

Latest from IEEP

Climate mitigation potential of
large-scale nature restoration in
Europe
This study explores the climate mitigation
potential of restoring the habitats protected
under the EU Habitats Directive.  Read
the study

Podcast | COP26: Main overview
and outcomes
In the fallout of COP26, our Head of UK
Environmental Policy at IEEP gathered
experts from IEEP’s Think Sustainable
Europe network for an overview of what
COP26 meant for global action against
climate change.. Listen to our podcast

Online forum on digitalisation,
sustainability and environmental
justice
This online discussion forum will run until 28
January to gather digital and environmental
CSOs to address the most burning issues
related to digitalisation, sustainability and
environmental justice. More info

EU Taxonomy on Sustainable
Finance becomes law
The newly found political agreement
represents a major achievement for the EU’s
sustainable finance agenda, yet political
decisions and lack of transparency endanger
the scientific basis on which the strength of
the Taxonomy rests. Read the statement

CAP – The real test is about to come
With the agreement on the EU’s Common
Agricultural Policy just signed, IEEP explores
what is left to play for, and where the funds
should be directed to be in line with the EU
Green Deal. Read the blog

Browse our website

Latest from TSE members

Think Sustainable Europe

Ecologic Institute: Carbon Farming: Making
agriculture fit for 2030
IDDRI: From COP26 to the Africa Europe
Summit: Accept to face critical asymmetries or
put the nascent partnership at risk
SEI: Europe’s cross-border trade, human
security and financial connections: A climate
The idea generator behind the Think2030
platform, Think Sustainable Europe is a panEuropean network of sustainability think

risk perspective
TMG: Who benefits? SEWOH Lab study
explores farmers’ engagement in carbon

tanks, led by IEEP, and including BC3, the
Ecologic Institute, the Green Tank, IDDRI, IISD,
SEI, WiseEuropa and TMG. The network aims
to provide policymakers across the continent
with sound, science-based analysis and
recommendations.

sequestration schemes
The Green Tank: The imperative of making
peace with nature
IISD: Seeking Common Ground for Climate,
Biodiversity, and People: How to get the
debate on nature-based solutions right
BC3: BC3 part of the Coordination Panel for
the Spanish Citizens' Climate Assembly
WiseEuropa: Forgotten Foundation: Buildings
and energy efficiency in the new architecture
of carbon pricing in the EU
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The Institute for European Environmental Policy
(IEEP) is an independent sustainability think tank
with offices in Brussels and London. As a not-forprofit organisation with over 40 years of experience,
we are committed to advancing impact-driven
sustainability policy across the EU and the world.
For more information, visit www.ieep.eu.
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